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Abstract

Hirsutism is a common medical complaint among women of reproductive age, and it affects the majority of women with the polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS). Increased rate of androgen production and its availability in tissue represent the main pathophysiological mechanisms responsible for hirsutism. In addition, androgens may be generated de novo in the hair follicle; therefore, circulating androgen levels do not quantify the real exposure of the hair follicle to androgens, as a quota is locally generated. Hirsutism is a clinical sign and not a disease in itself; its presence does not therefore necessarily require treatment, particularly in mild-to-moderate forms, and when an affected woman does not worry about it. Physicians should decide whether hirsutism is to be treated or not by evaluating not only the severity of the phenomenon but also the subjective perception of the patient, which does not necessarily correspond to the true extent of hair growth. In any case, a physician should manage a woman with hirsutism only on the basis of a diagnosis of the underlying cause, and after a clear explanation of the efficacy of each therapeutic choice. Cosmetic procedures and pharmacological intervention are commonly used in the treatment of hirsutism and are discussed in this paper. Importantly, there are different phenotypes of women with hirsutism and PCOS that may require specific attention in the choice of treatment. In particular, when obesity is present, lifestyle intervention should be always considered, and if necessary combined with pharmacotherapy.

Introduction

Hirsutism is the medical term that refers to the presence of excessive terminal (coarse) hair in androgen-sensitive areas of the female body (upper lip, chin, chest, back, abdomen, arms, and thighs). It should be differentiated from virilisation, which refers to the concurrent presentation of hirsutism with a broad range of signs suggestive of androgen excess, such as ambiguous external genitalia, increased muscle mass, acne, balding, deepening of the voice, breast atrophy, amenorrhea/oligomenorrhea, and increased libido, varying with age. All these signs and symptoms may differ in their clinical presentation according to the patient’s age. Hypertricosis is hair growth that is abnormal for the age, sex, or race of an individual, or for a particular area of the body, which should be differentiated from hirsutism (1). The different underlying pathologic conditions responsible for hirsutism are summarised below.

Epidemiology of hirsutism

Hirsutism is a common medical complaint among women of reproductive age (2). Its prevalence in adults ranges from 3 to 15% in Blacks and Whites (3, 4, 5, 6), but is somewhat lower in Asians (1–3%) (7). Recent epidemiological surveys have added data concerning hirsutism restricted to adolescence and youth and demonstrated that this condition may be frequent from the post-menarchal years, with a prevalence ranging from...
8 to 13% (8, 9, 10). The most common cause of hirsutism is represented by the polycystic ovary syndrome (PCOS). A recent report by the Androgen Excess-PCOS Society reviewed 18 studies from 1983 to 2007, involving 6281 women with PCOS, and found that 74.7% of women were presented with hirsutism (11). In these women, hirsutism often tends to be more severe in the presence of obesity, particularly the abdominal phenotype (12, 13, 14). Interestingly, although the presence of hirsutism does not fully predict ovulatory dysfunction, some studies found that it may predict the metabolic sequelae (14, 15) or failure to conceive with infertility treatment (16) in women with PCOS.

**Etiology of hirsutism**

Functional causes account for most of the cases of hirsutism. Other than PCOS, they also include idiopathic hyperandrogenaemia (17) and idiopathic hirsutism. The PCOS, which is the most common cause of hirsutism, is characterised by the combination of hirsutism and/or biochemical hyperandrogenism with anovulatory cycles and/or polycystic ovarian morphology (PCOM) (11). Idiopathic hyperandrogenism is characterised by the presence of hirsutism or biochemical hyperandrogenaemia, or both, but normal ovulatory cycles and normal ovarian morphology (18). Idiopathic hirsutism is characterised by hirsutism in the presence of normal androgens, ovulatory cycles, and normal ovaries (18). Less common but important causes of hirsutism may be present (2) (see paragraph on Differential diagnosis).

**Pathophysiology of hirsutism**

There are three structural types of hair on the human body: lanugo is a soft hair that covers the skin of the foetus, but disappears soon after the birth; vellus is a soft hair, usually non-pigmented and with a diameter <0.03 mm covering much of the body in men and women; terminal hair is longer, pigmented, and coarser in texture and with different extents of expression in men and women. In particular, females have terminal hairs only in the eyebrows, eyelashes, scalp, pubis, and axillae (1). Hair arises from a complex and highly dynamic structure, the hair follicle, that consists of several components and has a rhythmic growth cycle. The hair follicle growth cycle is made up of three major phases: anagen (a stage of rapid growth), telogen (a stage of relative quiescence), and catagen (apoptosis-mediated regression) (1). Hirsutism follows an alteration in the hair follicle cycle, in particular a prolongation of the anagen phase with a consequent transformation of vellus into terminal hairs. This alteration appears under the effect of androgens that are triggered and involved in the regulation of sexual hair growth. Androgens involved in the regulation of hair follicles are testosterone and dihydrotestosterone (DHT), which may be generated via a de novo synthetic pathway from cholesterol, and/or via a shortcut pathway from circulating DHEA-S (19). Cutaneous testosterone may come from the circulation, principally synthesised in the adrenals and ovaries, and/or may be locally generated, as hair follicles are equipped with all the necessary enzymes for the biosynthesis and metabolism of androgens (19). DHT is almost entirely synthesised locally in a step catalysed by the enzyme 5α-reductase (20). Therefore, circulating androgen levels do not quantify the real exposure of the hair follicle to androgens, as a quota is locally generated. Furthermore, cutaneous androgen effects also depend on the local expression and activity of the androgen receptor (18). This justifies why the severity of hirsutism is not always correlated with circulating androgen concentrations.

**Key points in the diagnosis of hirsutism**

The diagnosis of hirsutism is based on the quantification of the problem and on the definition of the aetiology. The quantification of hirsutism can be obtained by a physical exam through the use of subjective and objective methods. The establishment of the most probable aetiology is based on clinical history (age of onset and rapidity of progression), hormone profile and, in some cases, on genetic analysis. Apart from the degree of hirsutism, the most important clinical feature to be aware of is the recent onset and rapid progression of hair growth, which is consistent with a tumoural cause or with a drug interference. By contrast, the onset of mild to moderate hirsutism around the time of puberty or in young adult age often has a benign cause, the most common being represented by PCOS.

**Physical examination**

The quantification of hirsutism by objective methods, such as photographic evaluations, weighing of shaved or plucked hairs and microscopic measurements, is reliable. However, the complexity and high cost of these methods limit their use in clinical practice (21), although they could be a desirable option in the future. Subjective methods have the advantage of being easy, convenient,
cheap, and fast, although they are subject to some large inter-observer variation that can be reduced by trained physicians (21). The modified Ferriman-Gallwey score (mFG) is the most commonly used method (22), but at least three open questions related to the interpretation of the mFG score still remain. They include: i) which cut-off value should be used to diagnose the presence of hirsutism; ii) how to interpret hirsutism predominantly localised on the face with respect to that localised on the trunk or arms; and, finally, iii) the interpretation that should be given to the presence of terminal hairs selectively on the face. The Androgen Excess and Polycystic Ovary Syndrome Society recently issued recommendations regarding the cut-off value of the mFG score to be applied (11). The Society recommends adapting the cut-off to the race and ethnicity of the population to which it is applied and, if this value is unavailable, using a cut-off value of eight or above for White, Black and South-East Asian women, and a cut-off of three or above for Far-East Asian women (23). Given the importance of the topic in both clinical practice and scientific research, how to define hirsutism should require more intensive attention, and, possibly, the development of objectively quantitative methods to avoid subjective variability. In addition, other factors should be considered in defining cut-off points, including age (i.e. paediatric vs adult age) and, as reported above, how the presence of terminal hairs selectively on the face should be evaluated with respect to body hair.

**Hormone profile**

Although the diagnosis of hirsutism does not necessarily reflect high levels of circulating androgen, the investigation of androgen blood levels may nonetheless be extremely useful to define the aetiology of hirsutism. Notably, the present assay performance of the analytical methods commonly used to measure androgens has to be seriously taken into account for the correct interpretation of the results, because their specificity and accuracy may be poor, particularly for some androgens (17OH-progesterone, androstenedione, DHEA) and for low circulating concentrations, particularly in the female range (<1 ng/ml) (23). Liquid chromatography combined with tandem mass spectrometry (LC–MS/MS) is a recent technique displaying good precision, sensitivity and high accuracy for measuring androgen levels in females throughout all stages of life, with the advantages of high throughput and the low cost required for the analysis (24, 25, 26). Therefore, it represents a convenient and reliable assay when androgen measurement in females is required, provided that a reference normal range is determined in house, by using a carefully selected healthy non-hyperandrogenic control female population (23). In addition, by using LC–MS/MS it is possible to measure important steroids such as 11deoxy cortisol, and deoxycorticosterone (DOC) that cannot be measured with immunoassay methods and that are triggers for the diagnosis of uncommon forms of classic and non-classic congenital adrenal hyperplasia. Due to the numerous advantages of this technique, LC–MS/MS has recently been introduced in laboratories in critical fields that strongly rely on the reliability and rapidity of the measurement, such as newborn screening for congenital diseases including classic congenital adrenal hyperplasia (27). By using LC–MS/MS in the differential diagnosis of hirsutism, an enormous improvement in the sensitivity and specificity of the measured analytes, specifically testosterone and androstenedione, can be achieved. In fact, this method has highlighted the limits of currently used immunoassays, particularly when applied to women in whom circulating androgens are much lower with respect to men (24, 25). In a recent paper, we have produced reference values for many androgens in large and well-defined groups of healthy normal late-adolescent (aged 16–19 years) and premenopausal women (25). In these women (n = 133), we found that testosterone blood levels, a key index of hyperandrogenaemia in women with PCOS, never exceeded 0.55 ng/ml, whereas in postmenopausal women (n = 53) the highest values were 0.45 ng/ml. Accordingly, reference values for androstenedione did not exceed 2.2 and 1.0 ng/ml respectively. An additional product of the aforementioned study was the definition of specific late adolescent reference values in both the follicular and luteal phases of the cycle (25, 28).

Androgen levels should always be measured in all women with hirsutism, irrespective of its extent. In fact, as discussed above, the present methods for detecting and quantifying hirsutism are largely subjective, which implies potential over- or underestimation. In addition, it has been shown that testosterone blood levels only partially (although significantly) correlate with the mFG score, and high testosterone blood levels can also be found in women with low or moderately severe hirsutism scores (23).

In all patients with hirsutism related to PCOS, following the AE-PCOS guidelines for the assessment of metabolic status, including lipids, the glucose–insulin system (29) and the cardiovascular risk factors (30), should be recommended. In fact, it has been widely demonstrated that, particularly in the presence of excess body fat, the prevalence of insulin resistance and the metabolic
syndrome is significantly higher in women with PCOS than in their non-affected counterparts, matched for BMI (13).

Additional diagnostic procedures

PCOS is the most common cause of hirsutism in adolescent and premenopausal women; therefore, the diagnosis of PCOS should always be considered in hirsute women. The first step is to exclude any other potential cause of androgen excess and hirsutism (see above) by appropriate clinical judgment and laboratory analyses. In some cases, adrenal and/or ovarian morphology should be investigated by appropriate imaging techniques (magnetic resonance or computed tomography). The presence of a hyperandrogenic pattern can be defined by both clinical and biochemical markers, as summarised in the previous paragraph. According to the current guidelines for the diagnosis of PCOS, ovarian dysfunction can be analogously evaluated by both clinical and morphological or biochemical parameters. Menses abnormalities, particularly oligo- and amenorrhoea, are very common in these women (more than 80%) (11). Typically, the majority of these women have chronic anovulation, although the pattern of ovulatory performance may change with increasing age (31). The recognition of a typical PCOM by ultrasound (possibly transvaginal) represents one of the three cardinal criteria in the definition of PCOS, although it largely depends on the available technologies and subjective evaluation by the operator. Although the consensual threshold to define a normal ovary from PCOM has been defined according to the presence of 12 or more follicles of 2–9 mm in diameter, it is possible that this limit is destined to change in a short time, due to the continuing improvement of modern technologies, able to detect follicles <2 mm in diameter (32). On the other hand, in the last years a growing number of studies have shown that serum anti-Müllerian hormone (AMH), measured by an appropriate assay, might be a more sensitive and specific biomarker of the ovarian dysfunction typical of PCOS (32).

Genetic analysis

Genetic analyses are warranted when classic and non-classic congenital adrenal hyperplasia are strongly suspected as causes of hirsutism or virilisation. Genetic analysis for identification of mutations of the genes involved is informative for the index case (type and severity of the disorder) and for future prenatal diagnosis (33, 34).

Differential diagnosis

Hirsutism is a marker of excessive tissue exposure to androgens and, therefore, always deserves to be investigated. Various disorders enter into the differential diagnosis, some more frequent (PCOS, idiopathic hirsutism, idiopathic hyperandrogenism), others more rare (non-classic congenital adrenal hyperplasia due to 21-hydroxylase deficiency, hyperprolactinaemia, hypothyroidism, drugs, gestation) and others very occasional (androgen-secreting tumours, Cushing’s syndrome, acromegaly, non-classic adrenal hyperplasia not due to 21-hydroxylase deficiency) (23). However, all these causes must be taken into account in the correct approach to a patient who complains of hirsutism. In addition, a correct medical approach to hirsutism assumes the need to exclude whether it accompanies signs of virilisation or, alternatively, it is isolated. All patients presenting with hirsutism should be firstly subjected to a careful evaluation of their clinical history and a thorough physical examination. Age of onset and rapidity of progression are key factors that should be investigated. Functional causes or non-classic congenital adrenal hyperplasia, in fact, almost always shows a peripubertal onset and a slow progression over time and are generally not associated with signs of virilisation. In contrast, androgen-secreting tumours can manifest at any age with sudden onset and rapid progression and are usually associated with signs of virilisation. Functional forms of hirsutism (PCOS, idiopathic hirsutism, idiopathic hyperandrogenaemia) must be considered and dealt with only after androgen-secreting tumours and the other forms have been excluded. At this point, measurement of major androgens (particularly testosterone) in serum, assessment of ovulatory function and ultrasound evaluation of ovaries are essential for the differential diagnosis between the three forms. The laboratory analyses needed to identify other causes of hirsutism (see above) are beyond the scope of this article and many recent reviews (23, 34) and textbooks are available (35).

The role of obesity

Obesity per se is a condition of sex hormone imbalance in women. A significant decrease in production rate and blood levels of sex hormone-binding globulin (SHBG) is inversely correlated with body weight and particularly with the expansion of visceral fat, due to the inhibitory action of higher insulin concentrations (36). The decrease in the concentration of SHBG in blood results in an
increase in circulating SBG-bound steroids, specifically testosterone (37), although an increase in their production rate may occur, particularly in those with the abdominal obesity phenotype (38). Interestingly, blood concentrations of androgens are paralleled to those observed in the fat tissue, specifically the visceral fat (39). Therefore, a condition of ‘relative functional hyperandrogenism’ is associated with excess body fat and particularly with central adiposity in women (40).

Obesity has multiple negative effects on the pathophysiology and clinical expression of PCOS, which are complex and not completely understood (13). In obese women with PCOS, maternal obesity seems to predispose to the susceptibility to develop androgen excess (41). Obesity is also associated with increased testosterone levels in adolescent girls presenting with stigmata of PCOS (42). It is possible that the ability of obesity to worsen the androgen balance is related to the associated insulin resistance and hyperinsulinaemia, which may be directly responsible for an increased ovarian steroidogenesis (43, 44, 45). The impacts of obesity on the phenotype of PCOS are multiple and involve both the expression of hyperandrogenism and ovarian dysfunction. Several studies have demonstrated that obese women with PCOS have a worsened hyperandrogenaemic pattern, characterised by low SHBG and high testosterone blood levels compared with their normal weight counterpart. Accordingly, obesity has been found to be associated with worsened hirsutism scores (13).

**Management of hirsutism**

Hirsutism is a clinical sign and not a disease in itself. Therefore, its presence does not necessarily require treatment, particularly in its mild-to-moderate forms and when an affected woman does not worry about it. Cultural and social conditions may offer another point of view that should also be carefully taken into consideration. In addition, many women who complain of hirsutism are endocrinologically normal and do not manifest metabolic alterations. Physicians should therefore decide whether hirsutism is to be treated or not by evaluating not only the severity of the phenomenon but also the subjective perception of the patient, which does not necessarily correspond to the true extent of hair growth. In any case, a physician should manage a woman with hirsutism only on the basis of a diagnosis of the underlying cause, and after a clear explanation of the efficacy of each therapeutic choice. Importantly, the woman’s perspective can vary according to age, therefore the treatment can be managed differently during childhood, adolescence, youth and adult age of postmenopause. Usually, however, treatment targeted at ameliorating hirsutism directly is also necessary. However, it is worth mentioning that treatment does not always have to include pharmacological intervention. Hair grows in cycles, and it therefore takes months for an individual hair follicle to proceed through catagen, anagen and telogen phases. All systemic treatments reduce the anagen phase, in particular, by reducing testosterone effects, therefore enough follicles have to pass through the anagen phase before a significant effect can be observed. In any case, all pharmacological treatments can have the same efficacy in all women, who should therefore be advised on the potential long-term treatment and on the potential combination of different drugs and/or cosmetic procedures. Unfortunately, almost all studies investigating the potential efficacy of drugs on hirsutism lasted for a maximum of 6–12 months, so it is unclear how long any systemic treatment should be prolonged (43). Nonetheless, it is very common in clinical practice to meet women who have been treated for many years or decades, without attending any structured follow-up. In many cases, women say that hirsutism has been completely eliminated and they are afraid to discontinue their treatment in case it returns.

**Cosmetic procedures**

Cosmetic measures may be particularly effective as individual therapy in controlling mild and localised hirsutism. In addition, they may be recommended as an adjuvant to pharmacological therapy in cases of clinically moderate to severe hirsutism, according to each woman’s wishes. Techniques of actually removing the hair may be categorised into depilatory methods or epilatory methods.

**Depilatory methods**

Mechanical and chemical methods for the treatment of hirsutism have been summarised in many scientific reviews in the last years (46). There is evidence that these methods can be convenient for the patients, although multiple treatments are often needed and the individual responsiveness must be taken into consideration. It should be considered that these methods still include manual and electrical shaving, although an increased number of hirsute women seem to not accept these procedures easily (47) and are frightened of side effects, such as hair growth or pigmentation (48).
Chemical depilatories can also be used, but in some cases they may be associated with unpleasant side effects (49). On the other hand, depilation still represents one of the most common procedures and it is essentially without risk, although it may be painful. Shaving may also be used, although it obviously requires continuous treatment; however, if added to pharmacological therapies it may no longer be needed (33).

Epilatory methods

For patients who seek permanent remedies for hirsutism, there are three widely available options: electrolysis, thermolysis and laser treatment. These methods provide a longer efficacy than depilatory ones, because some forms may cause permanent damage of the follicle (1). As expected, individual preferences (often due to economical reasons) are critical in selecting the most appropriate procedure. Electrolysis and the newer methods, such as laser therapy and intense pulse light, are folliculitic treatments that may result in permanent amelioration of hirsutism in the treated area (50, 51). This technique destroys the base of the hair follicle without causing a scar on the surface. However, it is operator-dependent and may be associated with local side effects (52). In the last decade, laser techniques became very popular, mostly because of the growing improvement of the technologies and the professional skillfulness of dermatologists (53). The main advantages of lasers over electrolysis are related to their rapid effectiveness and, in most cases, the relative permanence of hair removal (1). However, it should also be considered that a recent Cochrane review of hair removal methods found little evidence of effectiveness for some of these techniques, although alexandrite and diode lasers were able to reduce hair by \( \sim 50\% \) in a few months (52, 54). Notably, at present, long-term efficacy on hair removal has not been reported, which justifies the frequent need for multiple therapeutic sessions. In addition, it should be considered that there are no long-term follow-up studies.

The choice of these procedures is obviously only partly dependent on the doctor’s advice, and many patients may consult a doctor after these procedures have been performed. Epilatory techniques could be reserved for cases with moderate-to-severe hirsutism. In any case, when possible, the doctor should inform the patient of the balance between cosmetic procedures, especially epilatory methods and pharmacological therapies, particularly when they are combined.

Topical medication

In cases of mild hirsutism localised on the face, an alternative to the cosmetic approach is the topical application of a 13.9% eflornithine cream. Eflornithine is an irreversible inhibitor of \( \varepsilon \)-ornithine decarboxylase, which is involved in the regulation and differentiation of the hair follicle (55). Topical administration of eflornithine may reversibly slow facial hair growth in many hirsute women (56), but it does not remove hair. Although its systemic absorption is very low, it may cause skin irritation. There are several other side effects (stinging, burning, tingling, and erythema), which seem to partly depend on individual sensitivity, that should be considered.

Oestrogen–progestin compounds

A systemic pharmacological approach is usually required when hirsutism is moderate to severe and/or it is widespread. Drugs that are safer and more cost-effective are oestrogen–progestin compounds (EPs). Their efficacy is mainly justified by the ability of progestin to suppress luteinising hormone (LH) levels, and thus production of ovarian androgen, and by the ability of oestrogen (specifically ethinylestradiol) to increase SHBG, thus reducing bioavailable free androgens (57). Moreover, EPs induce a moderate reduction in adrenal androgens, probably through a direct interaction with adrenal steroid synthesis (58). In addition to these effects, which are common to all EPs, some progestins have antiandrogenic properties, due to their antagonising effects on the androgen receptor (cyproterone acetate, drospirenone, dienogest) and due to the inhibition of \( 5\alpha \)-reductase activity (cyproterone acetate, clormadinone acetate, ‘third-generation’ progestins (desogestrel, gestodene, norgestimate), drospirenone and dienogest) (57). Specifically, cyproterone acetate, the oldest product used for its antiandrogenic properties, also has a weak glucocorticoid agonist capacity. It is commonly associated with ethinylestradiol, to favour ovarian suppression. For this reason, it is usually placed in the family of EPs. For many decades, it has represented the commonest pharmacological choice for treating hirsutism, particularly in women with PCOS (57, 59). The combination with ethinylestradiol provides specific benefits in favouring the suppression of the gonadotropin drive and in increasing the synthesis of SHBG by the liver.

Older reports, mostly relative to high-dose EPs, have shown a 60–100\% response to the efficacy of those compounds in reducing hirsutism (57). The same results
seem to be achieved with lower dosage EPs. In a systematic review of nine studies using cyproterone acetate to treat hirsutism in different regimens, either dosed at 2 mg associated with ethinylestradiol or at 25–100 mg, all resulted in a subjective improvement of hirsutism both in patients with PCOS and with idiopathic hirsutism when compared with placebo (59). A comparative study of an EP containing 0.15 mg desogestrel plus 30 µg ethinylestradiol with an EP containing 2 mg cyproterone acetate plus 35 µg ethinyl-estradiol demonstrated a similar efficacy of the two formulations in reducing hirsutism in a group of adolescents with PCOS (60). Similar efficacy in reducing hirsutism was also observed in comparing drospirenone/ethinylestradiol with 2 mg cyproterone acetate/35 µg EE pills (61, 62). However, drospirenone/ethinylestradiol pills are more efficacious in reducing hirsutism when compared with a formulation containing 2 mg chlormadinone acetate and 30 µg EE (63).

Concern was raised by some scientists that the efficacy of EPs in the treatment of hirsutism might be limited by the coexistence of obesity that occurs in ~50% of women with PCOS. Accordingly, it was demonstrated in one study that obese PCOS women failed to show improvement in hirsutism after 6 months of EP treatment when compared with a group of lean PCOS women who significantly improved this parameter. In addition, lean PCOS patients had a dramatic decrease in serum testosterone and androstenedione concentrations, whereas obese patients decreased only serum testosterone levels and not as markedly as their lean counterpart (64). However, these results were not confirmed by other studies (65, 66, 67), where the treatment of obese and non-obese PCOS patients was followed by a significant and similar reduction in hirsutism, though a direct comparison between the two populations was not performed. In addition, a recent placebo-controlled randomised study, enrolling only obese PCOS patients, showed that EPs may be effectively used to reduce hyperandrogenaemia and its clinical manifestations also in this subgroup of patients (68).

Therefore, although all EPs are efficacious in reducing hirsutism, probably more in lean than in obese subjects, EPs containing a progestin with antiandrogen properties are preferable for the treatment of hirsutism because they are more efficacious.

**Antiandrogens**

In cases of moderate to severe forms of hirsutism not responsive to EPs or, alternatively, when EPs are contraindicated, the use of antiandrogens alone or combined with EPs is indicated. Antiandrogens (androgen receptor blockers – flutamide, spironolactone – and 5α-reductase inhibitors – finasteride, spironolactone) are, in fact, the most effective drugs currently available for hirsutism (69). Several randomised controlled trials support the use of antiandrogens for hirsutism (69). Flutamide, finasteride, and spironolactone all ameliorate hirsutism more than placebo and insulin-sensitisers, both in PCOS and in idiopathic hirsutism. Furthermore, the combination of antiandrogens and EPs is more effective than EPs alone in improving hirsutism (23).

Whether antiandrogens should be recommended according to the extent of hirsutism has never been investigated. However, there are very few studies indirectly establishing a scale of efficacy of the different antiandrogens. In general, they did not provide evidence for a significant difference in efficacy among flutamide, finasteride and spironolactone, with some exceptions (23). In any case, the lowest effective dose should be recommended, particularly if a long-term treatment is planned. This has usually been suggested by all review articles published in the field, although it should also be considered that in many cases the dose is decreased after a first 3–6-month period at higher doses. The case of flutamide has been considered with particular attention, in both adolescents (70) and adult (71) women with PCOS, due to its potential negative effect on liver function. In adolescents, it has been reported that side effects can be easily avoided if low doses are administered (generally lower than 125 mg/day). A recent review article has reported that at these low doses hepatic dysfunction is extremely rare, whereas long-term efficacy on hirsutism is preserved (72). Antiandrogens should not be given to pregnant women as there is a risk of feminisation of male foetuses and should only be prescribed to women using secure contraception.

**Combined treatment with EPs and antiandrogens**

In order to increase the efficacy of the pharmacological treatment of hirsutism, several randomised controlled studies have been performed to investigate the potential combined efficacy of oral contraceptives with antiandrogens. One study (73) found no significant difference after 1 year of treatment with ethinylestradiol+ drospirenone alone or combined with cyproterone acetate (100 mg/day) or spironolactone (100 mg/day). Intriguingly, another study (74) investigating the efficacy of
ethinylestradiol+dospirenone added to cyproterone acetate (12.5 mg/day) or metformin (1500 mg/day) found that metformin favoured some significant benefit of selected cardiovascular risk factors; by contrast, cyproterone acetate abolished this positive effect, at least in normal weight women with PCOS. Another study (75) reported that a 9-month treatment with ethinylestradiol+cyproterone acetate (2 mg/day) was significantly more effective than finasteride alone in decreasing the mFG score. However, an additional study by the same research group found that finasteride added to ethinylestradiol+cyproterone (2 mg/day) could achieve a double-positive efficacy on hirsutism improvement (76). The same results were obtained by another study, in which spironolactone (100 mg) had been added to ethinylestradiol+cyproterone acetate (2 mg/day) for 1 year (77). From the clinical perspective, these data suggest overall that both finasteride and spironolactone, if added to oral contraceptives containing small doses of cyproterone acetate, could provide some additional significant clinical benefit in the treatment of hirsutism in women with PCOS. On the other hand, it should be recognised that further long-term studies are needed, possibly involving women with specific phenotypes of PCOS (e.g. classic vs non-classic forms) and possibly considering the impact of excess body weight and that of metabolic abnormalities, chiefly insulin resistance and glucose intolerance states, on the outcomes.

Metformin

Metformin has pleiotropic actions on several tissues sensitive to the primary effect of insulin or affected by insulin resistance, such as the liver, the skeletal muscles, the adipose tissue, the endothelium and the ovaries (78). Apart from its action on classic insulin-sensitive tissues, metformin also has a direct effect at ovarian level (78, 79). Its beneficial effects are partly based on the alleviation of excess insulin. It has been clearly demonstrated that insulin directly regulates ovarian steroidogenesis at different steps, therefore synergising the action of the LH. In particular, in vitro studies have shown that metformin may reduce CYP17 activity and directly suppress androstenedione production rates in the theca cells. In addition, metformin may decrease the follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH)-stimulated granulosa cell steroidogenesis in both experimental animals and in women with PCOS (80).

Based on what is summarised earlier, the efficacy of metformin on androgen and, indirectly, on hirsutism has been investigated (71). In women with PCOS, the majority of studies have demonstrated that metformin may improve not only fasting and glucose-stimulated insulin but also testosterone and LH levels (81). Some other studies have also reported that the degree of hirsutism was attenuated, although this does not represent a common and significant finding (11). Although mechanistic studies on all potential mechanisms responsible for metformin effects on the gonadal axis do not provide conclusive information, it is nonetheless generally accepted that the effects of metformin on hyperandrogenism may depend on the decrease in circulating insulin and improved insulin sensitivity, increased SHBG levels, which in turn decrease bioavailable free testosterone and, possibly, decreased insulin-like growth factor 1 (IGF1), due to increased IGF1-binding protein 1 (81). A recent systematic review and meta-analysis of randomised controlled studies on metformin or thiazolidinediones, alone or combined with EP compounds or antiandrogens, has been published (82). A total of 16 trials out of 348 candidate studies, most of which had been performed in women with PCOS, were considered eligible for the aim of this work. The final conclusion was that insulin sensitisers only produce minor effects on hirsutism with respect to placebo, and much more if compared with EP compounds or antiandrogens. Therefore, metformin should not be used in the treatment of hirsutism in hyperandrogenic women, particularly those with PCOS.

Potential side effects of EP compounds, antiandrogens and metformin

Potential side effects of EP compounds and antiandrogens in patients with hirsutism and PCOS may represent a hallmark for effective treatment and may interfere with the choice of the specific therapeutic drug. However, in general the side effects of the compounds discussed above are relatively acceptable, mild and reversible, with some exceptions.

Metformin can favour gastrointestinal side effects in ~10–15% patients, which often necessitate a lower dose and may resolve within a few days. It is rarely necessary to discontinue the drug. Vitamin B12 deficiency has been reported in anecdotic cases, with very rare reports of megaloblastic anaemia. In any case, renal dysfunction, organ hypoxia and alcohol abuse represent contraindications for metformin use (79).

EP compounds may be associated with an increased risk of thromboembolism, irrespective of the progestin used (83). Although there is evidence that this side effect does not occur more frequently in women with PCOS,
there are however inconclusive data on the potential risk represented by excess body weight and age. This could be important, as women with PCOS often start treatment in the adolescent age and continue it for a long period of time. Metabolic abnormalities are relatively uncommon, which fits with the potential protection of EPs against cardiovascular events. A recent systematic review and meta-analysis focused on the risk of venous thromboembolism and cardiovascular risk factors and events in women taking drospernone added to ethinylestradiol, supporting the concept that long-term use of this drug may be associated with higher risks, compared with both no treatment or levonorgestrel combined with ethinylestradiol (83). This event should therefore be taken into account when planning a treatment including drospernone.

Antiandrogens may conversely represent a matter of some concern. In the previous paragraph, the potential hepatotoxicity of flutamide was highlighted; however, there are no data on the potential contribution of specific metabolic factors, including obesity, non-alcoholic fatty liver disease or the metabolic syndrome. At present, age and the dose of flutamide appear to represent potential risk factors, although adequate scientific information is still lacking (72).

Finasteride appears to possess very limited potential for side effects, except for some concerns related to its potential theratogenicity, which implies that it should not be administered to women wishing to become pregnant.

Spironolactone alone has been associated with menses abnormalities, such as menorrhagia or polycystic ovary syndrome (83, 84, 85). It seems to be metabolically neutral, although its effects on bone metabolism requires further investigation. Due to its potential capacity to increase potassium levels in blood, it should be avoided in the presence of even modest kidney dysfunction, even if at the current doses used in hirsute PCOS women it has been observed very rarely.

**Lifestyle intervention and weight loss**

In the presence of excess weight or obesity, women with PCOS should always be treated in order to achieve weight loss, which is often associated with metabolic benefits and a significant improvement in menses and ovulation rates (86). A systematic review was conducted of the published medical literature to identify studies evaluating the lifestyle treatment of PCOS (defined as dietary, exercise or behavioural treatment with the aim of inducing weight loss in overweight or obese women with PCOS with or without anti-obesity pharmacological agents (85). Most of studies employ various forms of dietary restriction with resultant weight reduction of <5 to >15% over starting body weight and variation in the number of patients, with several studies including very few patients. With respect to androgens, most studies demonstrated reductions in either total or free testosterone and some demonstrated reductions in adrenal androgens (85). SHBG was improved in all of the longer term studies, with only one very short-term intervention failing to show improvement (86). Clinically, improvements in hirsutism were documented in a number of studies (87, 88, 89). Menstrual function and ovulation improved in all the studies reporting this endpoint. As expected, metabolic improvements were seen in all studies in which these were measured (86). There is currently no evidence that modifying dietary macronutrient composition offers additional benefits over conventional dietary approaches for weight loss, and further research is needed. By contrast, there is emerging evidence suggesting that exercise offers additional benefits to dietary energy restriction for reproductive features of PCOS, particularly on responders in terms of weight loss; however, no data on hirsutism are available. A meta-analysis investigated the efficacy of lifestyle intervention on biochemical hyperandrogenism and, separately, on hirsutism (89). A greater reduction was achieved in endpoint total testosterone (MD = -0.27 nmol/l, 95% CI = -0.46 to -0.09; 144 participants, five trials, \(P=0.004\)) for lifestyle treatment compared with minimal treatment, but there was no evidence of effect for endpoint SHBG (MD 2.29 mmol/l, 95% CI = -0.12 to 4.70; 144 participants, five trials, \(P=0.06\)) and endpoint FAI (MD = -0.06, 95% CI = -1.34 to 1.22; 132 participants, four trials, \(P=0.93\)). In addition, the authors found a greater reduction in endpoint mFG (MD = -1.19, 95% CI = -2.35 to -0.03; 132 participants, four trials, \(P=0.04\)) for lifestyle treatment compared with minimal treatment. It is worth mentioning that a recent study supported the concept that long-term treatment of obesity with lifestyle intervention may not only significantly improve features of PCOS in more than 80% of affected obese women but also that a full recovery of categorical features can be achieved, including hirsutism, in one-third of them (90).

Obesity has been shown to have a negative impact on the efficacy of treatment of hirsutism with different drugs. In a systematic review, Koulouri & Conway (91) reported that a significant reduction of hirsutism was found for flutamide, spironolactone, cyproterone acetate combined with ethinylestradiol and other oral contraceptive pills, thiazolidinediones, finasteride and
metformin, but not for placebo. However, the reduction in the mFG score in response to treatment was negatively associated with BMI ($r = -0.38$; $P=0.004$). Thus, these findings suggest that in overweight and obese women with hirsutism and particularly in those with PCOS, appropriate lifestyle advice should always be associated with a pharmacological therapy for a successful treatment programme.

**Bariatric surgery**

Given the disappointing results of diet-based approaches, interest in bariatric surgery for the treatment of grade II or III obesity is increasing worldwide. A meta-analysis of the effects of bariatric surgery in more than 22,000 procedures found an average weight loss of more than 50%, associated with the complete resolution or improvement of diabetes, hyperlipidaemia, hypertension and obstructive sleep apnoea in more than 60% of the patients (92). The Sweden Obesity Study is a long-term large prospective study (93) that has repeatedly confirmed that weight loss, and metabolic and cardiovascular benefits together with a significant decrease in mortality for all causes were maintained 10 years after the bariatric surgery procedure. Although PCOS is a highly prevalent disorder that is frequently associated with obesity (94), very little is known of it in women presenting with morbid obesity. A recent study by Escobar-Morreale et al. (95) aimed at prospectively estimating the prevalence of PCOS in morbidly obese women and evaluating changes in the PCOS phenotype induced by the marked and sustained weight loss after bariatric surgery, adds some useful and relevant information in this field. They found a very high prevalence of PCOS (35%) and, most importantly, that after a sustained weight loss, all features defining the phenotype, including hirsutism and hyperandrogenaemia, menses irregularities and anovulation, insulin resistance and metabolic derangements, may be completely resolved after bariatric surgery in all women. Two additional studies published in the last years found that bariatric surgery may have an important albeit not universal benefit on hirsutism in massively obese women with PCOS. One study (96) found that in 20 women with severe obesity and PCOS, a Roux-en-Y gastric bypass significantly ameliorated menses and conception rates in most, and resolved hirsutism in 29% of them. A second study (97) reviewed the outcomes of 24 massively obese women diagnosed with PCOS who had undergone elective laparoscopic gastric bypass surgery and found that all but one were hirsute before surgery but 12 (52%) had complete resolution at a mean follow-up of $8 \pm 2.3$ months, six (25%) had moderate resolution at a mean of $21 \pm 18$ months, three had minimal resolution at $34 \pm 14$ months and, finally, two women reported no change in their hirsutism at $32 \pm 7$ months. Overall, these studies confirm that in selected cases, obese women with PCOS can be cured and the phenotype can be completely resolved. However, given the very high association of PCOS with obesity, long-term multicentre and prospective studies should be performed to confirm these promising findings.

**Choice of treatment according to age and the phenotype**

The topic related to the best treatment according to the patient’s age is still a matter of debate and some controversy. In addition, there are no studies focusing on the specific drug treatment for clinical hyperandrogenism, specifically hirsutism, in adolescent and adult women with PCOS. Therefore, the doctor’s choice is often based on his/her clinical experience and scientific background.

**Adolescent girls**

Hirsute adolescent girls often complain of their condition, and therefore require prompt attention in order to avoid psychological distress. In the presence of mild hirsutism, cosmetic procedures may be effective and sufficient. If excess weight or obesity is present, appropriate lifestyle intervention should be promptly provided after a careful investigation for the presence of eating disorders, which are not uncommon in these patients. The use of EPs in early adolescence is controversial, and few data exist as a guide. Moreover, the best EP for adolescents and appropriate duration of therapy is uncertain (98). Many support the symptom-driven approach, whereas others support an approach targeting the underlying reproductive/hormonal and metabolic abnormalities associated with PCOS (99). Finally, there are no adequately powered, randomised, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials on the treatment of hirsutism in adolescents with PCOS. The goals of treating hyperandrogenism and providing contraception prompt the use of EPs as the mainstay of therapy for adolescents with PCOS (100, 101), which appear to be reasonably acceptable, particularly in adolescents with severe hirsutism. In addition, benefits such as normal menses and decreased acne and hirsutism are typically of the greatest importance to an adolescent. As no guidelines exist yet, when appropriate on the basis of clinical history and physical examination, EPs (including progestins with...
antiandrogenic properties) can be added for a long period of time, provided an adequate follow-up programme is planned. If lifestyle intervention is effective, therapeutic strategies could be modified. By contrast, psychological support should be planned when poor compliance and behavioural aspects, including poor quality of life, are present.

Normal weight hirsute women with PCOS

Normal weight women with hirsutism may represent a specific target for the long-term use of EPs and/or antiandrogens. In these women, an EP containing drospirenone or cyproterone acetate may be an appropriate first choice (91), provided no risk factors for thrombosis are present. If little progress has been achieved after several months, additional antiandrogens could be added. As reported in a previous section, all antiandrogens have been found to provide the same efficacy in the treatment of hirsutism in women with PCOS. Spironolactone can be safely added to EPs (23, 101) and low-dose-flutamide has been found to improve hirsutism in the long term (23, 69). In fact, a large retrospective study on 414 premenopausal women with hirsutism of different aetiopathogeneses (69) showed a marked improvement after 12 months’ treatment with flutamide compared with basal values, with a maximum effect observed after 2 years. In this study, doses were tapered yearly by reducing them (250, 125 and 62.5 mg/day) over time. No important side effects were observed but a few patients had to forsake the study in the first 6 months of treatment because of the mild increases in the level of aminotransferases in the liver. Although available studies on the treatment with EPs and/or antiandrogens have provided sufficient data on their efficacy and tolerability, most of them suffer from some heterogeneity of the cohort included (in relation to their BMI) and rarely exceed 1 year in treatment duration. Therefore, more long-term multi-centre studies should be performed, with careful selection of the phenotype. Finally, there is some evidence that extended-cycle EPs (vs cyclic therapy) may offer greater hormonal suppression and prevent rebound ovarian function during the pill-free interval (102). However, their efficacy in the treatment of hirsutism should be investigated.

Obese hirsute women with PCOS

Obese women with hirsutism are often affected by PCOS. As mentioned earlier, treatment should firstly include lifestyle intervention, possibly planned for a long period of time, in order to promote effective weight loss. In those with massive obesity, bariatric surgery should be considered, provided specific contraindications are present. In this way, hirsutism may improve without the need for specific drugs. In fact, effective suppression of hair growth is unlikely without weight loss (89). On the other hand, there is sufficient evidence that metformin may help in achieving metabolic benefits, may decrease androgen blood concentrations and, possibly, reduce visceral fat (103). In selected cases, metformin may slightly improve hirsutism (88). Antiandrogens can also be added, particularly in the presence of severe hirsutism. In fact, long-term treatment with antiandrogens has been shown to significantly amplify hair loss and, additionally, to increase insulin sensitivity independently of the amount of weight loss (104).

Hirsute women with PCOS seeking pregnancy

Hirsute women with PCOS in the fertile age seeking pregnancy represent a specific target for weight loss if excess weight or obesity is present, as it has been clearly demonstrated that chances to improve ovulatory rates and become pregnant are significant increased. Similar findings have been observed in massively obese women with PCOS after bariatric surgery (see above). In all women with PCOS, either normal weight or overweight/obese, pharmacological treatment should be avoided, except metformin, which has been found to significantly improve fertility rates in the long term. As reported above, this is particularly relevant for antiandrogens. For psychological reasons, adequate cosmetic procedures could be recommended to women wishing to improve their appearance.

Hirsute women with PCOS and menopause

For women with PCOS approaching the menopause or in postmenopausal years, there is no evidence-based treatment or specific treatment that has been investigated in clinical trials. Apart from cosmetic procedures, there is evidence that mild hirsutism can benefit from oestrogen replacement therapy, possibly combined with antiandrogenic progestins (91). In cases presenting with severe hirsutism of non-neoplastic origin or due to ovarian stromal hyperplasia, the use of gonadotropin-releasing analogues can be recommended (105). Particular care should be taken in cases of rapidly worsening hirsutism in postmenopausal women, which can be a marker of an androgen-secreting ovarian tumour (106).
Hirsute women with PCOS and glucose intolerance states

A specific condition refers to how to manage hirsutism in women with PCOS who present with impaired glucose tolerance or diabetes. If obesity is present, a lifestyle programme with a structured follow-up is mandatory. With respect to the treatment of hirsutism, the use of EPs containing progestin with antiandrogenic properties can be considered. In fact, the impact of EPs on carbohydrate metabolism in PCOS women is still unclear because available studies are small and short-term, and they utilise varying methodologies to assess endpoints. Studies, mostly cross-sectional, on healthy postmenopausal women have found some derangement in insulin sensitivity and increased glucose response to a glucose load during EP use, although these results varied according to the oestrogen dose and the type of progestin used (107). In fact, the residual androgenic activity of the progestin contained in the EP formulation may influence glucose metabolism more than the dose of ethinylestradiol (108). With respect to PCOS, a Cochrane meta-analysis concluded that EPs do not have a significant effect on glucose tolerance, although this conclusion was based on limited and low-quality evidence (108). Available data from long-term studies performed on healthy women are promising, because EPs use did not result in an increased incidence of type 2 diabetes either in the general population (109) or in women with a history of gestational diabetes (110, 111). Recently, the American Diabetes Association along with the Centre for Disease Control concluded that EPs are not contraindicated in women with diabetes without vascular complications (112, 113). Importantly, it should be noted that available studies on this topic have shown that the impact of EPs on body weight and fat distribution is similar between healthy women and women with PCOS, and that BMI and the waist-to-hip ratio (WHR) were unchanged (114) or occasionally improved, independent of coexistent obesity (103). Therefore, given the ability of EPs to suppress ovarian steroidogenesis, they can be safely used in hirsute women with PCOS and diabetes, provided a strict follow-up is planned to monitor the cost/benefit balance. A recent long-term prospective study (mean follow-up 16.9 years) planned to investigate the risk of type 2 diabetes in women with PCOS (115) found that, among 249 of them without diabetes at baseline, 16.9% (42 women) developed type 2 diabetes during the follow-up, with an incidence rate of 1.05 person-year. The age-standardised prevalence of type 2 diabetes was 39.3% in the whole group of PCOS, therefore significantly higher than that reported in the national general female population with similar age (5.8%). The most important predictive factors were an increase in BMI during the follow-up period, as well as the persistence of low SHBG blood levels over time. During the follow-up period, metformin was taken for a long-time in 71.4% women with PCOS who developed diabetes vs 23.1% (P<0.001) in those who did not. Interestingly, both diabetic and diabetic PCOS women had similar values of SHBG at baseline, whereas those who did not become diabetic at follow-up had a twofold increase in SHBG with respect to diabetic PCOS women at follow-up. These data indirectly support the concept that available EPs do not worsen glucose homeostasis and may suggest a potential benefit in the prevention of type 2 diabetes in obese women with PCOS. Therefore, much more research should be performed on the potential role of EPs on metabolic issues in women with PCOS.
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